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Cesium gas strongly confined in one dimension: Sideband cooling and collisional properties
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We study one-dimensional~1D! sideband cooling of cesium atoms strongly confined in a far-detuned optical
lattice. The Lamb-Dicke regime is achieved in the lattice direction whereas the transverse confinement is much
weaker. The employed sideband cooling method, first studied by Vuletic´ et al., uses Raman transitions between
Zeeman levels and produces a spin-polarized sample. We present a detailed study of this cooling method and
investigate the role of elastic collisions in the system. We accumulate 83~5!% of the atoms in the vibrational
ground state of the strongly confined motion, and elastic collisions cool the transverse motion to a temperature
of 2.8mK50.7\vosc/kB , where vosc is the oscillation frequency in the strongly confined direction. The
sample then approaches the regime of a quasi-2D cold gas. We analyze the limits of this cooling method and
propose a dynamical change of the trapping potential as a mean of cooling the atomic sample to still lower
temperatures. Measurements of the rate of thermalization between the weakly and strongly confined degrees of
freedom are compatible with the zero-energy scattering resonance observed previously in weak 3D traps. For
the explored temperature range the measurements agree with recent calculations of quasi-2D collisions. Trans-
parent analytical models reproduce the expected behavior forkBT@\vosc and also forkBT!\vosc where the
2D features are prominent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics of systems with reduced spatial dimensio
ity has attracted a great deal of interest. These syste
where one~two! degree~s! of freedom are confined to th
quantum ground state of motion, have properties that
markedly differ from those of three-dimensional~3D! sys-
tems. The case of a 2D Bose gas has been explored the
cally and experimentally with atomic hydrogen adsorbed
liquid helium ~see @1,2#!. Advances on laser cooling an
Bose-Einstein condensation of atomic gases@3# have opened
an interesting possibility to create new 1D and 2D quant
degenerate systems@4,5#. In a recent paper Petrov, Holz
mann, and Shlyapnikov showed that collisional properties
cold gases can be drastically modified by strongly confin
the motion of particles in one direction@4#: for instance, in a
gas with negative scattering lengtha, the mean-field interac
tion can switch sign under variations of the strong confi
ment. This is of particular interest for the case of cesiu
Due to a very large and negative scattering lengtha5
2138 nm in theuF53,m53& state@6#, a cesium condensat
in a weakly confining trap would be unstable for a few te
of atoms@7#. The characteristic size of the quantum grou
state in the strongly confined direction is another import
length in this problem. For a harmonic potential with osc
lation frequencyvosc this length isl 05A\/2mvosc. Refer-
ence@4# predicts that for a sufficiently large value of the rat
a/ l 0 the mean-field interaction becomes positive allowi
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the formation of a stable condensate. A second interest
strong 1D confinement is the possibility to use a very e
cient optical cooling method, sideband cooling@8–13#. This
method requiresl 0<l ~Lamb-Dicke regime!, wherel is the
optical wavelength of the cooling transition. For instance,
Ref. @11#, 92~5!% of the atoms have been cooled to t
ground state in the tightly confined direction. Several tr
configurations for achieving 2D gases are under invest
tion. Many of them are based on far-off-resonance opti
dipole traps@14# and evanescent fields near the surface o
dielectric @15,16#. Another common approach is to confin
atoms in microwells of a 1D far-detuned optical lattic
@8,11,17#.

In this paper, we present an implementation of Ram
sideband cooling of cesium atoms in an intensity lattice c
ated at the intersection of two far-detuned yttrium aluminu
garnet~YAG! laser beams. The cooling method, first studi
in Ref. @8#, uses Raman transitions between Zeeman s
states ofuF53& and produces an atomic sample polarized
uF53,m53&. 83~5!% of the atoms are accumulated in th
ground state of motion in the direction of the lattice. T
intensity lattice is vertical but atoms are also weakly co
fined in the horizontal plane owing to the YAG Gaussi
beam intensity profiles. Elastic collisions couple the verti
and horizontal degrees of freedom so that 1D sideband c
ing efficiently cools in the three directions@8#. A horizontal
temperatureTh52.8mK50.7\vosc/kB has been obtained
which already corresponds to the condition of a quasi-tw
dimensional gas. We show that the cooling efficiency sho
become exponentially small forkBT,\vosc and we propose
a dynamical method to reach a lower ratiokBT/\vosc. Fi-
nally, we address the question of the influence of the str
f
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confinement on collisional properties. For this purpose,
measure the rates of thermalization between the strongly
weakly confined degrees of freedom. In the explored te
perature range from 4 to 20mK, our results are compatible
with the zero-energy scattering resonance previously
served in weak 3D traps@18–20#. The experimental data als
agree with calculations of Ref.@21# that takes into accoun
the quantum character of the particle motion in the stron
confined direction. We propose simple analytical models t
reproduce the expected behavior forkBT@\vosc, and also
for kBT!\vosc, where the 2D character of the particle m
tion is prominent.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we descr
the experimental setup and the intensity lattice. Section
recalls the cooling-method principle and gives a detailed
count of the geometry we used that is different from that
Ref. @8#. We present independent experimental determi
tions of the parameters relevant for the cooling. The role
the polarization of the trapping beams for the cooling is d
cussed in detail. In Sec. IV, the vertical cooling obtained
presented. This cooling is compared with the expected c
ing, taking into account several features of our experime
The role of the polarization of the trapping beam for t
cooling efficiency, discussed theoretically in Sec. III, is i
vestigated experimentally. Section V presents cooling of
horizontal motion. In Sec. VI we propose a method to ov
come the exponential decrease of the horizontal cooling
ficiency as the temperature decreases and we present a
perimental implementation of this method. In Sec. VII, w
investigate collective effects. First, we report a depende
of the temperature on the number of atoms. Then, we inv
tigate the losses of atoms observed during the long coo
time required for the horizontal cooling. We show that the
losses are consistent with the expected losses due to l
assisted exothermic collisions by the repumper beam. S
tion VII is devoted to the study of collisional propertie
After an introduction giving the relevant parameters, the
perimental measurements of thermalization times are
scribed in detail. Finally, two calculations give the expec
behavior in the two limitskBT@\vosc andkBT!\vosc. At
high temperature, we perform classical calculation using
Boltzmann equation. At low temperature, simple qualitat
arguments show an exponential decrease of the therma
tion rate between the horizontal and vertical degrees of f
dom. We thus recover the more rigorous calculation of R
@21#. This calculation also explains the inhibition of the ho
zontal cooling whenkBT<\vosc, when sideband cooling is
performed only in the vertical direction.

II. THE FAR-DETUNED TRAP

Our 1D intensity lattice is similar to the one described
Ref. @11#. It is produced at the crossing of two beams o
YAG laser ~1.06 mm!, propagating in a vertical plane an
making an angleuYAG552° with the horizontal direction
Both beams have linear polarizations as presented in Fig
Each beam has a waist of 100mm and a power of about 5 W
The YAG laser is far detuned to the red of theD1 andD2
transitions of cesium at 852 nm and 894 nm. The ato
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1.

s

experience a dipole potential proportional to the laser int
sity that confines the atoms in regions of maximum intens
For horizontal polarizations, the interference of the tw
beams creates a vertical intensity lattice with a period of 6
nm, and the dipole potential is modulated in the vertical
rection. The horizontal confinement is provided by the gau
ian shape of the YAG beams. The total trap depth is ab
140 mK. Tunneling between different microwells is totall
negligible for temperatures smaller than 50mK and the at-
oms are confined in independent microtraps. In the cen
microtrap, the vertical oscillation frequency isvosc/2p
580 kHz and the horizontal oscillation frequencies a
vx/2p5175 Hz and vy/2p5140 Hz. The spontaneou
emission rate at the bottom of the trap is about 3 s21. It leads
to a heating rate of 0.38mK/s that we can neglect in the
following experiments. This trap is loaded from a magne
optical trap as explained in Ref.@11#. About 23105 atoms
are trapped in a gaussian cloud of rms dimensionssx
531mm, sy539mm, sz560mm, thus populating abou
200 horizontal microtraps. Their temperature is;20 mK,
which corresponds for the vertical motion to a mean vib
tional number^n&55.8. The vertical oscillation frequenc
depends on the position in the trap and varies by 15% wit

FIG. 1. ~a! Laser beam configuration used in sideband cool
of cesium. Atoms are confined in independent horizontal mic
wells resulting from the interference between the two YAG la
beams propagating in they-z plane. A weak magnetic field is ap
plied along x. A repumping beam tuned tou6s1/2,F53&
→u6p3/2,F852& propagates in thex-y plane and makes an angle o
45° with thex axis. The polarization of one YAG beam is linea
alongx and the polarization of the other YAG beam~MB! makes a
small anglea with x. ~b! Trapping potential alongz. For more
visibility, the period of the lattice~665 nm! has been increased by
factor 40.
2-2
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CESIUM GAS STRONGLY CONFINED IN ONE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 033402
the spatial extension of the cloud.
Using a charged-coupled-device camera, we perform t

dimensional absorption images of the atomic cloud. T
probe beam is horizontal and makes an angle of 45° with
plane of the YAG beams. First, an image taken just a
switching off the YAG beams gives a measurement of
trap size. Second, an image taken after a free expansion
of the cloud gives access to the velocity distribution in t
vertical and horizontal directions in the plane of the came
This time-of-flight method is detailed in Ref.@22#.

The Lamb-Dicke parameter ish5Av rec/vosc50.16
wherev rec5\k2/2m is the recoil frequency associated wi
the cesium D2 transition. This low value enables us to c
the atoms to the ground state of motion in the vertical dir
tion by using sideband cooling methods@9–11,23#.

III. COOLING METHOD

A. Principle

We describe here the main elements of the sideband c
ing of the vertical motion as developed by Vuletic´ et al. @8#.
This cooling uses only Zeeman sublevels of the CsF53
hyperfine ground state and produces a sample polarize
uF53,m53&. A magnetic field is applied along thex axis
such that the Zeeman sublevels ofF53 acquire different
energy shifts. A repumping laser that is resonant with
transitionu6s1/2,F53&→u6p3/2,F852& and which has a po
larization with onlyp ands1 components, provides a finit
linewidth of all Zeeman substates ofF53 except for uF
53,m53&. Zeeman states withm differing by 61 are
coupled by a Raman process such that the Raman trans
um&→um21& is resonant with the transition that decreas
the vibrational quantum number by one. If the Raman c
pling and the intensity of the repumping laser are sufficien
small, the motional sidebandsum53,n&→um52,n8& are well
resolved and the stateum53,n50& is a quasi-dark state. It
lifetime is limited only by off-resonant Raman transfer and
much longer than that of the other states. In the Lamb-Di
regime the vibrational energy of the atoms is much lar
than the recoil energy. Therefore, the Raman transition
Zeeman level withm,3 followed by optical repumping to
m53, leads on average to a decrease of the atom’s ene
Thus by repetition of such cycles, atoms are cooled and
cumulate in the quasidark stateum53,n50&. A weak inten-
sity laser tuned to theuF54&→uF854& transition prevents
atoms from accumulating in theuF54& state after spontane
ous emission. The magnetic field is chosen so that the en
of um,n& equals the energy ofum21,n21&. The Raman tran-
sition is then resonant if the two Raman beams have
same frequency, and in contrast to our previous w
@10,11#, we simply use the YAG beams themselves to indu
the Raman transitions. In order to introduce coupling
tween different Zeeman levels, the polarization of one of
beams is slightly modified from the linear horizontal pola
ization ~see Sec. III C!.

B. Repumping beam

The repumping beam tuned to theuF53&→uF852& tran-
sition of theD2 line propagates in thex-y plane and makes
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an angle of 45° with thex axis. With respect to the axis of th
magnetic field, the total intensity of the beamI splits in I /3
for the p polarization~i.e., along the axis of the magneti
field!, and 2I /3 for the s1 polarization. The population o
the atoms in each of the Zeeman sublevels ofF53 is mea-
sured via frequency selective Raman transitions touF54&.
For this purpose we use two Raman beams with frequen
differing by about 9.2 GHz as explained in Ref.@24#.

With this method we optimize the parameters of the
pumping beam in the absence of Raman coupling betw
Zeeman sublevels i.e. with parallel linear polarizations of
YAG beams~see Sec. III C!. We can measure both the pola
ization time constant and the steady-state polarization. W
our experimental precision, the equilibrium population
um53& deduced from data such as in Fig. 2 is between 9
and 100%. We then deduce an intensity for thes2 compo-
nent of the repumping laser smaller than 3% of thep inten-
sity. The measured 1/e polarization time of an initially unpo-
larized sample is 10ms3I sat/I at small intensities.
The calculated lifetimeG821 of the state um52& is
0.8msI sat/I . The optical density of our sample is about 2 a
we have seen no influence of the number of atoms on
polarization time constant and on the equilibrium polariz
tion. This means that we see no effect of reabsorption
photons on the polarization of the sample.

C. Polarization of the YAG beams

The YAG detuning is much larger than the hyperfine sp
tings of the 6s1/2 and 6p3/2 states. Hence, if the two YAG
beams are linearly polarized alongx, there is no coupling
between different Zeeman sublevels. The light-shift opera
is scalar~proportional to the identity operator! and all Zee-
man substates see the same YAG potential@14#. Raman cou-
pling between different Zeeman levels is obtained by int
ducing, for one of the trapping beams~called MB!, a small
component of polarizationX0 orthogonal to the horizonta
one. All Zeeman sublevels still share a common poten

FIG. 2. Number of atoms transferred to the hyperfine grou
state uF54& by a two-photon Raman pulse as a function of t
detuning of the two-photon transition from 9.192 631 770 GHz. T
Raman beams propagate in the same direction in order to a
change of vibrational state during the transfer. The labels indic
the variousuF53,m&→uF54,m8& transitions. Dashed line, unpo
larized atoms; solid line, atoms polarized by a 3.6 ms repump
laser pulse with an intensity of 0.3I sat. The resulting polarization
exceeds 90%.
2-3
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FIG. 3. Raman couplingV(z) ~dashed line! betweenuF53,m53& anduF53,m52& as a function of the vertical position of the atom.~a!
corresponds to a linear polarization of the MB making an angle of 20° with the horizontal direction and~b! corresponds to a polarization o
the MB with the same proportion of horizontal polarization but with a relative phase ofp/2 between the two polarizations. The solid line
depict the dipole potential ‘‘seen’’ by the atoms, the potential being chosen 0 at the bottom of the microwells. For better visibility, w
plotted 803V(z).
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energy and levelsum,n& and um21,n21& are degenerate fo
any mP@22,3# and vibrational leveln.0. Raman transfers
enable a change of the vertical motion. This correspond
absorption from one beam and stimulated emission into
other beam. Due to an interference between the two diffe
processes, at the bottom of a microtrap the Raman coup
depends on the relative phase between the componen
horizontal polarization and the component alongX0. The
coupling is even inz for a phase difference ofp/2 ~most
elliptical polarization of the MB! but odd for a zero phas
difference~linear polarization of the MB! as depicted in Fig.
3. Thus, due to the parity properties of the vibrational sta
linear polarization of the MB induces the maximum coupli
between neighboring vibrational level whereas a phase
ference ofp/2 between the polarization components induc
a coupling only between vibrational levels of the same par
In the experiment, the relative phase between the two po
ization components of the MB is controlled by an adjusta
retardation wave plate. For a linear polarization of the M
making an anglea with respect to 0x ~see Fig. 1!, the cou-
pling betweenum53,n&→um52,n21& is

V5
A6

24
hU0DYAGS 1

D1
2

1

D2
D sin~a!sin~uYAG!An,

5VRAn , ~3.1!

whereD1 (D2) is the detuning of the YAG beams with re
spect to the CsD1 (D2) line, DYAG5D1/312D2/3 andU0
54(E0d0)2/DYAG is the depth of the trap with linear pola
izations. In this formula, only the component of order 1 inh
has been retained, which is a good approximation in
situation whereh50.16. For an anglea520°, the calcu-
lated Rabi frequency of the couplingum53,n51&→um
52,n50& is

VR52
VR

\
52p36 kHz. ~3.2!

In order to measure the coupling due to the YAG beam
we first polarize the atoms inuF53,m53& by an intense
repumping pulse. We then measure the time evolution of
uF53,m53& population using a Raman transition touF
54,m54& as in Fig. 2~see also Ref.@24#!. Figure 4 gives
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the evolution of the population inuF53,m53&. The mag-
netic field for this experiment is chosen so that the lev
um53,n& and um52,n21& are degenerate and the ang
of polarization of MB is a520°. We observe a dampe
oscillation. A damping with a time constantt
.A\vosc/(kBT)VR

21 is expected as the couplingum53,n&
→um52,n21& is proportional toAn. For a temperature o
26 mK, we expectt.0.4VR

21. The Raman coupling, aver
aged over the population of the vibrational states, is obtai
by fitting the first 40ms of the oscillation with a sine func
tion of amplitude 1. We obtain a Rabi frequency of 5 kHz
reasonable agreement with Eq.~3.2.! In this analysis we have
supposed that all atoms contribute to the oscillations. Ho
ever, this is not strictly the case. First atoms inum53,n
50& are not transferred toum52&. Second, atoms far from
the center of the trap have a vertical oscillation frequen
that differs from the central one. When the difference e
ceeds;5 kHz, the coupling is no longer perfectly resona
Both of these effects would lead to a Rabi frequency sligh
higher than the measured one, 5 kHz.

FIG. 4. Experimental determination of the YAG couplinguF
53,m53,n&→uF53,m52,n21&. The atoms are previously polar
ized in uF53,m53& by a strong pulse of the repumping beam
Crosses, evolution of the number of atoms transferred fromuF
53,m53& to uF54,m54& as a function of the delay time of th
Raman probe pulse; dashed line, fit of the first 40ms with a sine
function of amplitude 1; squares, number of atoms transferred
uF54& on the transitionsuF53,m53&→uF54,m52& and uF
53,m52&→uF54,m53& ~see Fig. 2 and Ref.@24#!. We deduce a
Rabi frequencyVR.5 kHz.
2-4
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IV. COOLING OF THE VERTICAL MOTION

A. Measured temperature

The smallest vertical temperature we achieved with t
sideband cooling method is about 0.56\vosc, which corre-
sponds to about 83~5!% of the atoms accumulated in th
ground state of motion. This temperature is measured ei
by time-of-flight absorption imaging or by using a Ram
transition fromuF53,m53& to uF54,m54& with counter-
propagating beams. The vibrational sidebands are reso
~Fig. 5! and from the height of the red sideband we dedu
the population of then.0 vibrational states@11#. Both mea-
surements are in agreement at the 5% level.

The measured 1/e cooling time constant is 2.5 ms. Such
cooling is obtained for an intensity of the repumping beam
2.431022I sat, whereI sat51.1 mW/cm2 is the saturation in-
tensity. This beam intensity corresponds to a calculated
ergy width of um52& \G85h34.8 kHz. The MB has a lin-
ear polarization witha520° corresponding to a Rama
coupling um53,n51&→um52,n50& of h32.5 kHz. This
ground-state population of 83~5!% is slightly lower than the
value@92~5!%# we previously obtained with sideband Ram
cooling of unpolarized atoms involving the two hyperfin
statesuF53& and uF54& @11#.

B. Discussion

The expected equilibrium temperature can easily be
culated in the Lamb-Dicke regime whereh!1 if the equi-
librium is set by nonresonant excitation fromum53,n50& to
um52&, @25–27#. The following simple argument gives th
equilibrium temperature in the limit where the Raman co
pling is much smaller than the lifetimeG8 of um52&. For
h!1, we can neglect any change of vibrational level dur
the repumping process. Furthermore, the Raman transfe
ducing a change of the vibrational level byk>2, of orderhk,

FIG. 5. Number of atoms transferred to the hyperfine grou
state uF54& by a two-photon Raman pulse as a function of t
detuning of the two-photon transition from 9.192 631 770 GHz. T
two Raman beams are counterpropagating in order to enable ch
of vibrational level. The magnetic field has been turned off bef
the Raman pulse so that all the transitionsuF53,m&→uF54,m8&
are degenerate. Dashed line, Raman spectrum before cooling;
line, Raman spectrum after 20 ms cooling. The labels indicate
change of vibrational level during the transfer. After cooling, the
sideband corresponding to a decrease of the vibrational level
has disappeared. This indicates that nearly all atoms are in the
tional ground stateun50&.
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can be neglected compared to the Raman coupling wit
change of vibrational level by 1. Thus, the two processes
competition that define the equilibrium are the processum
53,n50&→um52,n51&⇒um53,n51& and the resonan
processum53,n51&→um52,n50&⇒um53,n50&, where
⇒ indicates optical pumping. Note that the Raman trans
um53,n50&→um52,n50& is not allowed with linear po-
larization of the MB. In the limit where the Raman couplin
is much smaller than the energy widthG8 of um52&, equal-
ing the rates of these two processes gives a relative pop
tion of um53,n51& of (G8/4vosc)

2. The expected cooling
rate isGcool5VR

2/G8. With our experimental parameters, th
leads to a temperature of about 0.12\vosc ~population of
um53,n51& of 0.0002!, a factor of 4.6 smaller than th
obtained temperature. The predicted cooling rate is
3104 s21 ~1/e cooling time of 30ms!.

We discuss now some possible sources of discrepa
between this simple model and the experiment, although
find that they are not sufficient to explain the observed eq
librium temperature. First, the resonance of the transit
um53,n51&→um52,n50& is not fulfilled for all the atoms.
Indeed, the vertical oscillation frequency of the atoms, wh
depends on their position in the trap, spreads over about 1
of the central 80 kHz frequency. If the transition is detun
by d.G8, the expected steady-state population ofum53,n
51& is @d/(2vosc)#2. For d50.15vosc, this population is
only 0.005, still smaller than the measured one. However,
cooling rate is significantly modified by this effect; for in
stance, it is reduced by a factor 36 for a detuning
0.15\vosc512 kHz. Thus, the spread of oscillation freque
cies is likely to be the cause of the long cooling time o
served. Second, nonresonant Raman transfer is not the
process causing a departure fromum53,n50&. Indeed, a
component ofs2 polarization of the repumping beam wou
excite atoms inum53&. The measurement of the steady-sta
polarization without Raman coupling shows that the exc
tion rate ofum53& is smaller than 0.01G8. The heating pro-
duced by this excitation is smaller than or on the order
0.01ErecG8. For atoms resonant with theum53,n51&→um
52,n50& transition, this would lead to a steady-state pop
lation in the excited vibrational states of 0.003 much sma
than the measured one. However, atoms detuned by 12
~the typical width of the distribution of oscillation frequenc
in the cloud! experience a smaller cooling rate and, therefo
the steady-state population of excited states increase
about 1% for these atoms.

Finally, heating due to multiple photon scattering with
the cloud is likely to bring a negligible contribution to th
observed mean vibrational number because the optical
sity is only 2.

C. Effect of the polarization of the MB

The Raman transferum53,n&→um52,n21& is resonant
when the Zeeman splitting is equal to the vibrational ener
Figure 6~a! shows this resonant behavior of the cooling a
function of magnetic field. For a Zeeman splitting equal
2vosc, a transferum53,n&→um52,n22& is resonant. But
with a linear polarization of the MB, such a transfer is fo
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bidden~no coupling between levels of same parity as sho
in Fig. 3 of Sec. III C!. In contrast, when we choose a
elliptical polarization of the MB, cooling on the second sid
band is observed@Fig. 6~b!#. This cooling is weak becaus
the Raman coupling is very small for a small Lamb-Dic
parameter. In this case, as expected, almost no coolin
observed on the first sideband.

V. COOLING THE HORIZONTAL MOTION

To cool the horizontal degrees of freedom with the ve
cal sideband cooling, a transfer of energy from horizonta
vertical motion is needed. This transfer can be provided
collisions between atoms and efficient cooling of the th
degrees of freedom has been demonstrated in Ref.@8#. In our
experiments, after 1 s of vertical sideband cooling, the hor
zontal temperature drops fromTh5Tv513mK to Th
52.7mK and Tv51.6mK as presented in Fig. 7. For thes
data, the cooling rate of the vertical motion is much high
than the horizontal one. The intensity of the repumping be
is decreased to about 2.531023I sat, which is about 10 times
smaller than the power that leads to the most effective c
ing of the vertical motion. This is due to the heating of t
horizontal motion experienced by the atoms even after rea
ing the steady state of the vertical motion. Indeed, the ste

FIG. 6. rms width of the vertical velocity distribution obtaine
after 30 ms of cooling as a function of the Zeeman splitting betw
adjacent Zeeman levels.v05A\mvosc/2 is the rms width of the
vibrational ground state. The polarization of the MB is linear in~a!
and elliptical in~b!.

FIG. 7. Evolution of the rms velocity width in the vertical~1!
and the horizontal~3! directions as a function of the cooling time
v0 is the width of the ground state of motion in the vertical dire
tion. Note, at very short cooling time, the initial increase of t
velocity spread in the horizontal direction. It is due to the spon
neously emitted photons required for the sideband cooling of
vertical motion.
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state of the vertical cooling is an equilibrium between he
ing processes like excitation by thes2 component of the
repumper and the cooling itself. Spontaneous photons
emitted at a rate proportional to the intensity of the repum
ing laser and the spontaneous photons emitted in the h
zontal directions are responsible for a heating of the horiz
tal motion. To achieve a heating smaller than the cooling r
due to the collisions, the power of the repumper should t
be small enough. Figure 7 also indicates that the cooling
the vertical direction is affected by the energy in the horizo
tal planes since the rms velocity in the vertical directi
tends slowly to the ground state rms velocity as the horiz
tal temperature decreases.

In the horizontal plane, we could achieve a temperat
T52.8mK (kBT50.7\vosc) which corresponds to a mea
kinetic energy per degree of freedom of 1.3\vosc/4. For such
a low horizontal temperature, the energy transfer between
horizontal and vertical degrees of freedom due to the co
sions is very inefficient. Indeed, we explain in Sec. VIII
that for small horizontal temperatures, the rate of ene
transfer due to collisions goes down exponentially with
factor exp22\vosc/(kBT) as the temperature decreases. T
factor, which is 0.5 for the typical initial horizontal temper
ture (kBT53\vosc), is only 0.06 for the final temperature
Thus, even if the vertical equilibrium temperature of t
sideband coolingTeq is much smaller than\vosc, we expect
that the rate of the horizontal cooling decreases expon
tially as kBT,\vosc. Small external sources of heatin
would then cause the horizontal cooling to stop beforeTeq
has been reached. This inhibition of the coupling between
vertical and horizontal degrees of freedom for temperatu
smaller than\vosc is an important limitation of 3D cooling
using 1D sideband cooling and collisions.

The highest phase-space density obtained isnlDB
3

51.331023, where lDB5\A2p/mkBT is the de Broglie
wave- length andn is the peak atomic density. This is ob
tained after cooling to a temperaturekBTh5kBTv54.3mK
with about 450 atoms per microtraps at a peak densitn
5431012 atoms/cm3.

VI. A METHOD TO COOL FURTHER: CHANGE
OF POLARIZATION ANGLE a

To overcome the decrease of the cooling efficiency of
horizontal motion as the temperature decreases, we cha
the parameters of the trap during the sideband cooling. M
precisely, the ratio of the horizontal to the vertical oscillati
frequencies is increased. Thus, if the change is done adia
cally with respect to the oscillation of the atoms, the ratio
the energy of the horizontal motion to the energy of t
vertical motion will increase. More pairs of colliding atom
will then have a horizontal energy sufficient to populate t
excited vibrational states after the collision. This change
realized by increasing the anglea of the polarization of the
MB with respect to the horizontal direction, using a retar
able wave plate on a time scale of about 10 ms. With a la
angle a, the contrast of the interferences between the t
trapping beams is reduced leading to a decrease of the v
cal oscillation frequency by a factorAcos(a). Because the
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depth of the trap is reduced whena increases, the horizonta
oscillation frequencies are also reduced by a fac
A@11cos(a)#/2 that is smaller than the previous fact
Acos(a).

Experimentally, we decrease the vertical oscillation f
quency fromvz1

580(3) tovz2
553(2) kHz, ~decrease by a

factor 0.67!, corresponding toa going from 29° to 63°. The
horizontal oscillation frequencies decrease only by a fac
vx2

/vx1
50.88. At 53 kHz, sideband cooling still work

well, after the corresponding change of the magnitude of
magnetic field. We also found that a decrease of the repu
ing power by a factor 3.3 was required. Figure 8 gives
time evolution of the horizontal and vertical velocity distr
butions before and after the change of the vertical oscilla
frequency. More efficient cooling after the change of the
cillation frequency is clearly visible.

If we assume that the cooling for a large value ofa pro-
duceskBTh5b\vz , when returning the polarization to it
original value the final horizontal temperature is given
kBTh /(\vz1

)5b(vx1
/vx2

)(vz2
/vz1

). In this way, we could
produce a horizontal temperature that could not be obta
by cooling only withvz1

because of the decoupling betwe
horizontal and vertical motions at low temperature.

VII. DEPENDENCE OF THE TEMPERATURE
ON THE NUMBER OF ATOMS AND ATOM LOSSES

Dependence of the measured temperature with the n
ber of atoms has been observed. Both the vertical and
horizontal temperatures achieved after 500 ms of cooling
found to increase with the final number of atoms N about
dT/dN.431025 mK/atom in the explored rangeN
54031032903103. However, the cooling efficiency of th
horizontal motion is expected to increase withN as the col-
lision rate increases. The positive slopedT/dN can be due to
heating by the reabsorption of spontaneous photons o
exothermic light-assisted collisions.

We also found that the sideband cooling is accompan
by losses of atoms: about 50% of the atoms have been lo
the first 500 ms of the cooling presented in Fig. 7. The c
responding loss rate of about 1.0~1! s21 is significantly larger

FIG. 8. Two-step cooling with a decrease of the vertical os
lation frequency after 500 ms. Squares, rms velocity width alonz;
circles, rms velocity width alongx. The dashed straight lines giv
the rms velocity width of the ground state of motion in the vertic
direction.
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than the measured loss rate due to collisions with the ba
ground gas@0.4~1! s21#.

We believe that these losses are due to exothermic c
sions assisted by the repumper light@28#. However, a clear
dependence of the loss rate on the density of atoms cha
teristic of such a two-body loss mechanism could not
obtained. Indeed, due to the dependence of the tempera
on the number of atoms, only small density changes h
been achieved and no conclusive results could be deduc

For the depth of our trap~about 140mK!, the dominant
inelastic light-assisted process is radiative escape@29#. We
give below an estimate of the loss rate due to this proces
our experiments, based on earlier calculations made by J
enne and Vigue´ @30#. The loss rate can be writtenKnex,
wherenex is the density of excited atoms. For a temperatu
of 100mK, a trap depth of 1 K, and a detuning of the laser
2G, K.0.2310211 @30#. BecauseK scales with the depthU
of the trap asU5/6 @30#, we expectK to be bigger by a factor
1.73103 in our trap. As the repumping beam in our expe
ments is on resonance, we may expect a slight change o
factor K, that we neglect for this estimate. The density
excited atoms after the first 10 ms of strong vertical coolin
is mainly determined by excitation of the atoms inum53&
due to thes2 component of the repumper. With the expe
mental parameters and taking a component of bad polar
tion of the repumping beam of 5%,nex is about n30.6
31024, wheren is the total density of atoms. With a mea
density n5531011 at/cm3, the estimated loss rate is the
0.15 s21. This loss rate is of the same order of magnitude
the measured one. We note that, contrary to our findings
atom losses were observed in Ref.@8#, although the density
achieved in@8# was three times higher than ours.

VIII. COLLISIONAL PROPERTIES

A. Introduction

In the ground state of motion in the vertical directio
atoms are confined in a Gaussian distribution with rms s
l 0520 nm. On the other hand, the scattering length of
sium atoms that characterizes the collisional properties
low energy is, for theuF53,m53& state, negative with an
absolute value larger than 60 nm@6,20,23# ~The most recent
calculations of Ref.@6#, based on the analysis of sever
Feshbach resonances of Ref.@23# give a52138 nm.! An
interesting question is then: are the collisional properties
tered by the strong 1D confinement as compared to the f
space case? With such a high absolute value of the scatte
length, for the temperatures in our experiments, the co
sional cross section for free atoms reaches its maximum
lowed value of 8p/k2 where k is the wave vector of the
relative motion. This resonance behavior has been obse
in weak traps by measuring thermalization times as a fu
tion of temperature@18–20#. The quantity 1/(nvTtherm),
where n is the density of atoms, which is expected to
proportional to the typical collision cross sections, was
found proportional to 1/T. This was interpreted as a zero
energy resonance ands was found equal to 8p/k2 between 5
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FIG. 9. Free evolution of the
rms width of the velocity distribu-
tion along the vertical direction
~stars,vz! and along the horizonta
directionx ~open squares,vx!, af-
ter switching off the sideband
cooling for different initial condi-
tions. The solid line is an expo
nential fit of the evolution ofvz

and the 1/e time is noted on the
graphs. On the second and four
graphs, the evolutions predicte
by the calculations of Petrov an
Shlyapnikov for the same initia
velocity distribution and for the
same initial density are shown in
dashed lines@21#. The second col-
umn showsA(vz

212vx
2)/3, the ve-

locity corresponding to the mea
kinetic energy per degree of free
dom. The third column gives the
number of atoms. Each point i
the average of 20 successive me
surements.
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and 60mK. We give below an analytical derivation, in th
classical limit (kBT@\vosc), of the thermalization time
Ttherm.

In our trap, at temperatures much larger than the vib
tional energy\vosc, we expect the collisions to be 3D co
lisions. Indeed, in this case, the motion of the atoms can
understood as oscillations of wave packets of quite w
defined wave vectork. The collision of two wave packet
occurs on a spatial scale 1/k ~square root of the cross se
tion!. For the typical wave vectork5AmkBT/\ and for
kBT@\vosc, this spatial scale is much smaller than the s
tial amplitude of the oscillation\k/(mvosc).

On the other hand, at temperatureskBT<\vosc, Petrov
and Shlyapnikov predict drastic changes of the collisio
and thermalization properties, such as a change of the sig
the scattering length@4# and an exponentially vanishing ra
of the thermalization between the strongly confined mot
and the transverse ones@21#. As a test of these possibl
changes we have investigated the zero-energy resonanc
searched for confinement-induced modifications of the th
malization rates at various temperatures.

B. Measurements

A situation out of thermal equilibrium is easily produce
by the vertical sideband cooling method described above
03340
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the cooling rate of the vertical motion is much larger than
collision rate, most of the atoms are quickly cooled to t
ground state of the vertical motion, while the horizontal m
tion is cooled more slowly. At any cooling time, the horizo
tal temperature is higher than the vertical one. If the verti
cooling is stopped, the cloud of atoms relaxes towards e
librium. We then measure the time evolution of the widths
the velocity distributions along the vertical and horizon
directions. We checked that this relaxation is indeed due
collisions by measuring thermalization times for differe
numbers of atoms—Ttherm is found to be inversely propor
tional to the number of trapped atoms.

The initial horizontal temperature is varied by changi
the time duration of the sideband cooling phase before m
suring the thermalization time constant. We could thus m
sure thermalization times for initial horizontal temperatur
varying from 20mK to 4 mK. The maximum temperature i
limited by the depth of the trap. Figure 9 presents ma
measurements of thermalizations corresponding to var
initial temperatures. As the absorption imaging is destruct
each point in Fig. 9 corresponds to a different experimen
cycle lasting about 2 s. Fluctuations in the number of ato
for a given cooling time are about 2%. We check that 2Ecx

1Ecz
, whereEcx

andEcz
are the mean kinetic energies alon
2-8
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CESIUM GAS STRONGLY CONFINED IN ONE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 033402
the vertical and horizontal axis of the camera, is conserve
within about 5%~see Fig. 9!. This behavior is expected if th
thermalization time is much larger than the oscillation tim
Indeed, in this case, we expect that the energy is alw
equally distributed between the potential and kinetic ene
and that the horizontal velocity distribution stays isotropi

C. Results

Figure 10, presents, as a function of temperature,
quantity 1/(n3Dv rmsTtherm), wherev rms is the initial ~i.e., at
the beginning of the thermalization! rms width of the hori-
zontal motion andTtherm is the 1/e thermalization time de-
duced from an exponential fit to the evolution of the vertic
velocity width. n3D is the initial mean density seen by a
atom. It is averaged over the different vertical microplan
and the population of the different microplanes is dedu
from the measured Gaussian vertical distribution of ato
and the lattice period. Furthermore we assume that the t
perature is identical in all microplanes.n3D is then deduced
from the temperature measurement and from the vertical
horizontal oscillation frequencies. The horizontal oscillati
frequencies~of the order of 175 and 140 Hz! are measured
through the heating of the atomic cloud produced by pa
metric drive@31# with a precision of about 5%.

The straight line in Fig. 10 corresponds to the expec
behavior whenkBT@\vosc. It results from the 3Dclassical
calculation presented below, where the scattering reson
is assumed but where the quantization of the vertical mo
is not taken into account. Within our experimental accura
and for the explored 4–20mK temperature range, we hav
seen no modification of the scattering resonance induce
the strong 1D confinement: our measurements are com
ible with theclassicalcalculation. They are also compatib
with the full quantum calculation performed by Petrov a
Shlyapnikov @21# ~dashed line in Fig. 10!, which departs
significantly from theclassicalcalculation only for tempera
tures much below 4mK. The quantum calculation assume
an oscillation frequency of 80 kHz and a scattering lengta
of 260 nm. As this scattering length is already larger th
the size of the ground-state wave function, the calculat

FIG. 10. Comparison between experimental results of therm
zation and theoretical calculations in the temperature inte
~4, 20 mK!. The solid line corresponds to the three-dimensio
behavior@Eq. ~8.9!#. The dashed line results from the quantum c
culations of Petrov and Shlyapnikov~see text!. A typical error bar
for a point at low temperature is shown.
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does not differ much from theuau5` case. It also shows tha
for kBT!\vosc the thermalization time is expected to in
crease exponentially as

Ttherm5
9m

64\

1

n̄2D
e\vosc/kBT . ~8.1!

As we will show below, this behavior can also be und
stood assuming that the scattering resonance is still valid
taking into account the discrete structure of the vibratio
energy in the vertical direction and parity conservation d
ing the collision.

D. Classical calculation ofT therm

We propose here a calculation of the thermalization ti
in the limit kBT@\vosc. In this condition, the motion of the
atoms can be treated classically. The collisions are the s
as for free atoms and can be considered as ‘‘pointlike’’ b
cause the extension of the cloud is much bigger than
square root of the typical crosssection. Finally we assu
that s58p/k2.

We are interested in the description of the thermalizat
between the horizontal motion and the vertical one. Thus
consider the evolution of

DE5Ez2
1
2 Er , ~8.2!

whereEz andEr are the kinetic energies of the vertical an
horizontal motions.DE vanishes at thermal equilibrium. I
we neglect the anharmonicity of the trapping potential, o
collisions can changeDE. A collision where two atoms of
velocitiesv1 andv2 end up with the respective velocitiesv3
andv4 changesDE by

d12→345
1
2 m@vz3

2 1vz4

2 2vz1

2 2vz2

2

2 1
2 ~vr3

2 1vr4

2 2vr1

2 2vr2

2 !#, ~8.3!

where the indicesr andz refer, respectively, to the horizonta
and vertical component of the velocity. Energy conservat
implies

d12→345
3
2

1
2 m~vz3

2 1vz4

2 2vz1

2 2vz2

2 !. ~8.4!

If we note f (r ,v) the phase-space distribution, the rate
change ofDE is

dDE

dt
5E d3r 1

4 E d3v1d3v2d3v3d3v4d12→34W12→34

3@ f ~r ,v1! f ~r ,v2!2 f ~r ,v3! f ~r ,v4!#, ~8.5!

where W12→345W43→12 are the collision rates. The facto
1/4 cancels the fact that each collision process (1↔3,2↔4)
is counted four times.

Changing variables in the integral, using the center
mass velocity and the angle of deviation in the center
mass frame,W is

li-
al
l

-
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BOUCHOULE, MORINAGA, SALOMON, AND PETROV PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 033402
W12→345uv22v1u
s

4p
, ~8.6!

with s58p/k2, wherek5uv22v1um/(2\) is the wave vec-
tor of the relative motion.

Equation~8.5! alone does not give the evolution of th
distribution f. In general, one has to solve the Boltzma
equation. But, in the collisionless regime, where the ti
between two collisions is much longer than the oscillat
period of the atoms in the trap, the problem can be sim
fied. In this regime, we do not expect oscillations of t
cloud and we can assume that, for both the vertical and h
zontal motion, the distributionf corresponds to a Boltzman
distribution with temperaturesTz and Tp which may be
different.

With such an ansatz forf, and noting that

DE5NKD~Tz2Tr!, ~8.7!

Eq. ~8.5! gives a differential equation forTz2Tr . For small
initial deviations from equilibrium, we can linearize th
equation inTz2Tr . With this approximation, the evolution
is exponential with a 1/e time constant

Ttherm5
15Ap

2

1

n̄
8p\2

S m

2 D 2 kBT0

m

S kBT0

m D 1/2, ~8.8!

whereT0 is the equilibrium temperature andn̄ is the mean
density.

We thus find that

1

n̄v rmsTtherm
5

2

15Ap
s~v rms!5

64Ap

15

\2

mkBT0
, ~8.9!

where s(v rms) is the cross section for a relative veloci
v rms5AkBT0 /m.

As expected, the quantity 1/n̄v rmsTtherm is inversely pro-
portional to the temperature. We have thus obtained the
merical factors entering in Eq.~8.9!, which are plotted in
Fig. 10.

E. Inhibition of thermalization when kBT™\vosc

We now give a simple physical interpretation of the e
ponential decrease of the thermalization rate between
horizontal and vertical degrees of freedom previously fou
in Ref. @21#. We show that this behavior is due to the qua
tization of the energy levels in the vertical direction and
parity conservation during the collision process.

The collision rate is

Gcoll.nvs, ~8.10!

where n is the three-dimensional density,v is the typical
velocity of the atoms, ands is the typical cross section. Fo
kBT!\vosc, the horizontal velocity of the atoms is muc
smaller than the typical vertical velocityA\vosc/(2m) and
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the 3D density isn5n2DA2m/(vosc\), wheren2D is the 2D
density. Thus the collisional rate satisfies

Gcoll.
\n2D

m
. ~8.11!

Gcoll
21 is an estimate of the thermalization time between

two horizontal degrees of freedom, in agreement with
rigorous calculation of Ref.@21# as long as the temperature
not extremely small@32#.

On the other hand, the thermalization between the h
zontal and the vertical degrees of freedom actually take
much longer time. Indeed, the energy levels are quantize
the vertical direction. In order to transfer energy to the v
tical motion during a collision, the horizontal kinetic energ
of the atoms has to be at least\vosc before the collision. In
fact, because of parity conservation, only the vibratio
stateun52& of the relative motion can be populated after t
collision @21#. Thus, the horizontal energy of the pair of co
liding atoms has to be at least 2\vosc. Figure 11 presents the
probability distributionn(E) of the kinetic energy of the
relative horizontal motion of a pair of atoms, for a tempe
ture of 3\vosc and a temperature of 0.5\vosc close to the
value achieved in our experiments. Because the densit
states is constant in two dimensions, at a temperatureT,
n(E)51/(kBT)exp(2E/(kBT)). Thus, the probability that a
colliding pair has an energy large enough to populate
excited states of the vertical motion is

p5exp~22\vosc/kBT! . ~8.12!

Among the collisions transferring energy to the vertic
motion, we can neglect the exponentially small amount t
will transfer an energy larger than 2\vosc. Thus, the rate of
change of the vertical energy is

dEz

dt
.2\vosc

\n2D

m
exp~22\vosckBT!. ~8.13!

This exponential factor is responsible for the drastic inhi
tion of the cooling of the horizontal motion nearkBT
.\vosc as already discussed in Sec. V.

FIG. 11. Probability distribution of the relative kinetic energy
the horizontal motion of a pair of atoms for a temperature
3\vosc/kB ~initial conditions in our experiments! and a temperature
of 0.5\vosc/kB ~end of 1D sideband cooling!.
2-10
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On the other hand, the increase of the vertical ene
needed to reach the thermal equilibrium is, neglecting
change of horizontal temperature,

DEz5\voscexp~2\vosc/kBT!. ~8.14!

Thus, the thermalization timeTtherm is of the order of

1

Ttherm
.

1

DEz

dEz

dt
;

n2D\

m
exp~2\vosc/kBT! .

~8.15!

This formula is identical, within a numerical factor, to th
formula of Ref.@21# using a quantum treatment of collision
in 2D. It is interesting to note that bothdEz /dt andDEz are
exponentially small but it is the difference in the expone
that explains the exponential factor ofTtherm.

The most efficient way to detect this exponential dep
dence ofTtherm would be to compare the thermalization tim
between the two horizontal degrees of freedo
(.\n2D /m) to the thermalization time between them a
the vertical motion. However when the initial horizontal tem
perature iskBT!\vosc, even if the initial vertical tempera
ture is . 0, the relaxation towards equilibrium correspon
to an exponentially small change of the horizontal tempe
ture and an exponentially small population in the exci
vibrational states. The observation of these small chan
would require a very sensitive measurement of the temp
ture or of the population of the vertical vibrational state
Therefore, the easiest choice of parameters to detect thi
behavior is to operate nearkBT.\vosc.

IX. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have investigated 1D sideband coo
of cesium atoms in a far-detuned optical lattice. This cool
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is particularly efficient because, for each spontaneously e
ted photon, an energy of order\vosc is removed from the
system. Atoms are spin polarized inF53 and, at high den-
sity, elastic collisions enable 3D cooling of the samp
through 1D sideband cooling. We have produced atom
samples in which more than 80% of the atoms are in
vibrational ground state of motion in 1D and with a tran
verse temperature of 0.7\vosc/kB52.8mK. This realizes a
quasi-2D cold gas. Limitations of this cooling method ha
been identified. First, light-induced atom losses have b
observed. Second, cooling of the weakly confined degree
freedom by collisions loses its efficiency aroundkBT
.\vosc. We explained this effect by an exponential slowin
down of the energy transfer between the weakly and stron
confined degrees of freedom. A dynamic method involvi
changes of the high oscillation frequency via polarizati
rotation of one of the trapping beams has been proposed
implemented. We have shown that the zero energy scatte
resonance of cesium was essentially unaffected in the t
perature range 4–20mK. Within our experimental accuracy
this is in agreement with theoretical calculations. Furth
studies could concentrate on collisions affecting only the m
tion in the weak confinement directions where drama
modifications of collisions occur atkBT<0.1\vosc @4,21#.
Promising systems for these studies are Bose-Einstein
densates loaded in a far-detuned trap associated with the
sibility of manipulating the scattering length via Feshba
resonances.
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